
TIC TAC TOE DRAWSTRING BAG by Gail Schaffler

Main bag front and back (1 fat quarter) -
(1) 8 1/2” x 8 1/2”
(2) 2” x 5 1/2”
(2) 2” x 8 1/2”

Accent at top of bag and game board (1 fat quarter) -
(2) 6 1/2” x 8 1/2”
(3) 2” x 7”

Lines on game board (use lining fabric or tie fabric) -
(2) 3/4” x 7”
(2) 3/4” x 5 1/2”

Lining of bag (1 fat quarter) -
(2) 8 1/2” x 8 1/2”

Ties (0.1 m) (Note: If using tie fabric for lines on game board, you will need .15 m) -
(2) 1 1/2” x 32”

DIRECTIONS

1. Assemble the game board on front of bag.
a. Sew the (2) 3/4” x 7” lines for board between the (3) 2” x 7” 

strips of accent fabric.
b. Straighten one edge and make 3 subcuts of 2”.
c. Sew the (2) 3/4” x 5 1/2” lines for board between the subcut 

strips.  The lines of the board should form a straight line.
d. Square the game board to 5 1/2” x 5 1/2”.

2. Sew a 2” x 5 1/2” strip of main bag fabric to each side of game 
board.

3. Sew a 2” x 8 1/2” strip of main bag fabric to top and bottom of game 
board.

4. Assemble the sections of the bag into a long, horizontal strip as 
follows -

lining - accent fabric - front of bag (game board) - back of bag (main fabric) - 
accent fabric - lining



Press the seams for the accent fabric on one side toward the accent fabric; 
press the seams for the accent fabric on the opposite side away from the 
accent fabric.  This will make matching the seams easier as they will nest.

5. Fold joined strip in half, right sides together.  Match the seams of the accent fabric.
6. Mark the casing openings for the fabric ties closest to the front (game board) section 

of the bag.  Measure and make marks at 1” and 2” from the line of stitching.  Mark 
both sides of the bag in this manner.

7. Mark a 3” opening in the centre of the bottom edge of the lining fabric for turning.

8. Start at the mark on the lining and stitch around the outer edges of the bag, leaving 
the 1” openings for the casing open (not stitched in the 1” gap) and the bottom of the 
lining open for turning .  Backstitch at all starting and stopping points.  Clip each 
corner to eliminate bulk.

9. Turn the bag right side out through the opening.  ‘Poke’ each 
corner out and press the seams, rolling the edges to ensure a 
‘crisp’ press.

10.Stitch the opening in the lining closed, by hand or machine.
11. Pull the 2 accent fabrics apart and ‘stuff’ the lining to the inside 

of the bag so it fits nicely.
12.The accent strip is now folded in half.  There should be 3” 

showing on the outside of the bag.  Press well.
13.Mark the stitching lines that will form the casing for the ties 1” 

from the bottom of the accent fabric and 2” from the bottom of 
the accent fabric (top and bottom edges of openings for 
casing).  Stitch on the lines, around the top of the bag.  You 
could also use a 1” wide strip of masking tape placed between 
the openings and stitch on either side of the tape. 

14.To make the fabric ties, fold the 1 1/2” x 32” length of fabric in 
half, wrong sides together.  Press.  Open and fold each edge in 
to the centre crease.  Press.  Fold strip in half and press.  Top 
stitch along the entire length of each tie, on both sides.



15.Thread 1 tie in through casing, starting and finishing in the same opening.  Knot 
ends together.

16.Thread second tie in through the opposite opening, starting and finishing in the same 
opening.  Knot ends together.

Use your imagination to come up with different game tokens to use when playing and 
store them securely in the bag.  

Enjoy your Tic Tac Toe drawstring bag!
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